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SUMMARY 

Temperaturee of a turbosupercharger rotor were measured 4 flight 
for a variety of conditions by thermocou&ee, the leads of Vhich 
vere brought away from the turbine by means of rotating slip ring 
and stationary brushes. 

A consistent and almost linear relation -crae shown between 
turbine temperature at the outer edge of the rim and the effective 
exhawt-gas temperature at the eurfaces of the blades on three 
successive flights at cruising power, Similar, but not 80 well 
defined, variatioils were obtained at two other power conditions. 
During flights at numerous power conditions, turbine temperatures 
varied widely and no acceptable method of correlation could be 
determined. 

It wau estimated that the maximum temperature at the rim of the 
rotor at rated altitude would be approximately ll75O I? for this 
particular installation. 

I'KCRODucTION 

The hi& rotational speeds at &ich a turbosupercharger oper- 
ates impose large stresses on the turbine, whereas the extreme 
temperatures encountered reduce the ability of the turbine to with- 
stand those stresses. The moat critical conditions exist along the 
blades because they are continually immersed in exhaust gases at 
temperatures higher than those at which present commercial materials 
can maintain the strength required in current-applications. stir i- 
cient cooling must be provided to keep the blade temperatures within 
safe limits. As trends toward greater speed8 and higher exhaust 
temperatures progress, the problem of providing adequate cooling 
beccmes more critical. 
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An investigation wan undertaken by the NACA to evaluate the 
effects of the various factors involved upon turbine temperatures. 
The proposed investigation included the meas+%ment of turbine 
temperatures in flight under a variety of operating conditions, the 
determination cf 'the effects of individual factors upon turbine 
tem:eratiires by meana of a series of ground teats in an altitude 
c herb er , and an analysis and correlation.of the data obtained during 
these two phases. The turbine temperaturea measured in flight are 
reported herein. 
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For the flight program the Army Air;Corpe recommended an air- 
plane on the basis of satiafactorg turboguFercharger Ferfor!nance 
over an extended period of service. A me- of measuring turbine 
temperatures wa@ aevised, bench-tostod, and installed. The ensuing 
flights were made at the'NACA Langley Field laboratory during 1942 
but the information as origUl,y rdlea&ed received very limited 
distribution. I 

- 
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Maintenance -problems not asaociatedjwith the ex~crimontal appa- 
ratus led to the termination of the flight investigation before 
completion of- the program. Data at the rated-altitude of the turbo- 
su~ercherger are tkez2efore meager. 

.- 
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TKST INSTALLPLTIW 

Teat equipment. -, Turbine temperatures were measured on a 
commercial tLU%oeu~erchargeT installed in a-single-engine pursuiC 
ailylane. The turbosupercharger waB located on the under aide of 
the fuselag? directly beneath the engine;, the rotor and~portion 
of the nozzle box extended beyor? the coqling into the air Btream. 

,ti - 
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The oooling ce~ originally furnished with the turboaupercharger 
wa8 a conventional convection-tyTe cap, qhich directed a stream of 
air against the riid of the turbine. It gas neceseary to redesign 
the cap to ?roviae room for the turbine-temperature meaaurir!S appa- 
rstua. i?aesage area through the redesigned cap waa adjusted to give 
cooling-air flow8 equal to those of the original cap with equal 
pressure dropa across the two. Figure 1;ahows the reds+.gnod cap 
in position. -. 

- 

A bleeder was installed in the air duct leading from the turbo- 
supercharger compressor outlet to the carburetor to make poesible a 
variation in turbosupercharger.load independent of engine conditiona. 

Instrumentation. - Chromel-alumel thermocouplee were used to 
measure the temperatures at four pointa cn the outer surface of the 
turbine disk. Three of these points were located on the rim of th.e 
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23 disk at 4z-, 33 4&S- , and 4,2 z-inch radii; the fourth point was at a 
radius of 21 inches. 2 

..-___ 

T!% thermocoqles were of Z&gage oxide-coated wires that were 
individually welded to the surface of the turbine at the hot junction. 
Each pair of leads w%s encase6 in O.OSO-inch outside-diameter 
stainless-steel tubing into whFch a ceramic cement was forced under 
pressure to serve a8 an insulator. These tubes were clamped to the --- 
outer eurface of tI?e turbine. 

TlJermocouple leads were brought away from the turbine through 
rotating chrome1 and alumel slip rings and stationary bsughes of the 
same materiale. Tne sli? rings had an outside dismeter of inches 

&-inch-diameter buttons. 
.- - % 

and the brushes were The brushes were mounted 
on Z&inch spring-steel arms and were designed to contact the aides - .-.-._ 
rather than the rims of the rings. Contact was made only during the 
periods in which turb%ne temperatures were taken. Figure 2 shows 
the thermocouples and slip riqs installed on the turbine. The 
brush assembly is also shown. Thermal electranotive forces from 

.-.-_.___ 

these turbine thermocouples were taken by a null method with a small 
Fotentiometar mounted in the cockpit of the airplane for this purpose, 

Some idea of the magnitude and distribution of temperatures In 
the gases between the cooling cap and the turbine rotor was obtained 
from 12 chromel-alumel thermocouples installed in that space. Each 
pair of 20-g- thermocouple leads was encased in an O;CSC-inch ~ 
outside-dieter stainless-steel tube with a f"Lller of cersmic 
cement. These thermocouple tu3es were cmed to the outside surface 
of the cap and, at the desired locatfons (fig. 3), were allowed to 
Froject through drilled hoies approximately one-eighth inch into 
the space between the cap and the turbine rotor. 

The velocity head in the cooling-cap inlet was measured by two 
static tags and a total-head tube located in the circular inlet 
section 1: inohea from the entrance. A sea-level calibratFon of 
Tiei& flow aga-lrst velocity head served aa t'ne basis from which 
weight flow at altitude was calculated. 

-c-_ 
I&&au&-gas temperatures were obtained 4 inches upstream of 

the nozzle-box inlet by means of a quadruple-shielded chromel-alumel 
thermocouple. 
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A stra-tght section 2$ inches in dismeter and 40 inches in 
l.en.@h was incorporated in the bleeder duct to insure suitable flow 
conditions at a measllring plane. A static tap, a total-head tuba 
insorled to one-third tLe duct diameter; and a thermocouple were 
used to obtain data from which bleeder Sir weight f1ow.coul.d be 
c3LcLiLafl?d, A butterfly valve controlled from the co&pit permittti 
regulation of the air flow in flight, 

The tempe:=ature rise through the cc@pressor was obtained from 
unshielded chromel-alumel tieimocouples .in the Fnlet and outlot ducts. 
This value was used to calculate the ap&Mmate power required by 
the ccq3ressor. 

Electromotive forces from all of the thermocouples except those 
on tho turbZne disk were aut~tically recorded at least once a 
minu.te , In addition, automatic pressure! recorders were used to ob- 
tain a continuo::a record of the folloti% variablea: 

Indio&od air speed 
Velocity head -tn cooling-cap +let 
Manifold pressure 
Velocity head in bleeder duct ' 
Bleeder-duct static: >ressure ' 

On all presswe and temperatqae records a tw device marked 
l-second intervals 3.n urdsr that an acc~ate'ttie relation could be 
establieLed. All automatic ap2aratus'waf$ electrically driven &nd 
controlled from a sin&e sItitch in the cockpit. This stitch was 
momentarily trimed each tm a turbFne &qerature was taken and 
the result- traces on the films in the]reogrders were used to es- 
tablish the time relatti betvoon turbjne temperature and other data, 

d 

- 

Vsllues for tho folloT:ing variablee r&e read from indicating 
-Instruments in the cockpit before and after each run: 

Engine speed 
JJ.titude 
Turbine speed , 
Free-air temperature 
Nozzle-box pressure 
Fuel COllSUIQ~tiOll 
Total pressure - ccqressor-Ldet duct 
Sltatic p~et38LllA3 - compressor-du$let duct 

.- . . .- 
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Test procedure. - Seventeen teat flights were made. During the 
first nine flights, when the desired altitude was reached, the air- 
plane wan leveled off, a designated power condition wa8 established, 
and 5 minutes was allowed for temperatures to approach equilibrium. 
During this period, such readings aa were not automatically recorded 
were noted by the pilot. At the end of the period, the electrtiot~ve 
forces of the four turbine thermocouples were taken in rotation a 
number of times. Indicating instruments were read and recorded again 
at the end of the run. The automatic recorders %-erg allowed to 
operate for 1 minute before and during the period Fn which turbine- 
temperature data were taken. 
was made, tie recorders were 
break in the fib record was 
among the various data. 

-nS each-turbFne-temperature rea6lng 
momentarily turned off; the resultant 
wed to establish the t3m.e relation 

As military power could not be continuously maintained for more 
than 5 minutes, the time allowed for turbine temperatures to approach - 
equilibrium wan reduced to 2: mutes during runs at this power 
condition. As much turbine-temperature data as possible were obtained 
in the remaining time. 

-- 

Because of the frequent tide variations in successive tempera- 
ture readings at a given point on the turbine during the first nine 
flights, more frequent readings were obtained from the thermocouple 
at the greatest radius even though it meant getting little or no - 
data from the other thermocouples. Accordingly, on flight i0 and- 

-- 

thereafter data were taken on this basis. 

The bleeder wa8 installed in the duct between the compressor 
and the carburetor only for flight 15. - 

Test conditions. - Turbine temperatures were observed at an 
altitude of approximately 15,000 feet at various power conditions 
over the entire operating renge of the engine. Runs ~remade at 
cruising, rated, and military powers and at intermediate power 
conditiona. At cruising p%er where operating procedure permitted 
leaning out the fuel-air mixture, run% were made with various 
mixture-control settings from full rich.to automatic lean; thuls, a 
wide range of exhaust temperatures W&B obtained. On a single flight . 
at rated power, three runa were made at mixture strengthe covering 
as ~;tide a range a8 feasible. Runs at three different mixture 
strengths were made at cruising power while a constant additional 
load IBE imposed on the turbosupercharger by bleeding a% from the 
induction system between the turbosupercharger end the carburetor, 

. . J 
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All da",a were obtained. in level flight becauee it proved tipos- 
sible to maintain a given set of conditickfl in climb while taking 
tUrbiIiQ-tempQratLE8 data. Table I give&the conditions under which 
each run wall made. 

Cooling-air flow, - A Sea-lQV81 calibration Of weight flow 
against VQlOcity headin the COOlktg;Sap %rilQt wan UaQd as t!lQ basic 
for calculati-w cooling-ai 2 Weight flOWS 8% dtItUd8. For 8qu.d 
veLocity heads, it follow that 

%I PITO I 
-=qy 
%o I-- 

I+ 

-- 

. 

Yh.l3re 

vc air flow through cooling cap, (lb/sqc) 

P t&d. ~)rQfSWQ in Cools-Cap bit.&; (lb/eq in.) 

T total temperature in cooling-cap inlet, %R # 

QUbBCriptS 0 and 1 dQnOt8 sea-level and dtitUd8 conditione, reapec- 
tiva1y. . . . i - 

Sub&itutu the ValLlQS prQVai.l.ing dUl?ine; the sea-level cali- 
brations for PO and To yi8ldB 

Power required by com-pressor. I- - The CoKpresBor power reqtircmente 
were calculated from the measured temperature rise acrooi3 the ccmpresaor 

. and th8 ChargQ-air >?Qight flow as dQt813liJ'led from a calibr.ation by 
G. L. Sanwald at tb? Kavel Air Material center (PhiladelpkLa) in 1940 
by the following equation: 
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Where 

Y ratio of specific heats 
. ..- 

R gas constant for norms.3 air, (ft-lb)/(lb mass) (OF) 

II, engine c&g* air , (lb/-c) 

AT, temperature rise throUgh ccXlpr8Bsor, oF 

Effective exhaust+as temperature at blade surfaces. - In t& 
calc&.ation of the gas tQI!?$Qrat~Q Qt th8 bLade: BXr?faCQB, the nozzle- 
box temperature Was taken a6 318 V&LUe measLIr8d jUEIt ahead Of the 
inlet, the temperature drop throu,gh the nozzlee Wae taken aa 85 per- 
cent of the adiabatic drop encountered in expanding from nozzle-box 
pressure to the pressure of the flurround~ atmosphere, and a recovery 
coefficient of 85 percent was aasmed at the blade Burfacee. It 
thsn followed that 

T8 = T, - o.a5v2 
+ 2Jgcp 

T8 

T n 

pn 

V 

J 

G 

cP 

eff8ctive gas t8mporature at blade surfaces, OR 

nozzle-box inlet tzmporature, oR 

nozzle-box pres8we, (lb/aq in.) 

gas VQlOCity relative t0 tUrbin8 blades, (ft/B8C) 

mechanical equivalent of heat, (f-t-lb)/Btu 

acceleration of gravity, (ft/e8c2) . 
specific heat of exha?lst gases, Bty/(lb) (9) 

The laboratory dQVQlOpm8nt work on t'a8 turbtie-thermocouple 
apparatus indicat8d that the errors intrOdUC8d tit0 the temperature 
meaeur8ments by the sliw contacts between brush&s and slip rings 
Tiere within &2S" P at the rated turbine speed of ‘21,300 rpm. 

After a Chang8 in the flirt Conditions affecting turbine 
%mperature, it ~a8 not feasible to allow sufficient time for the- L 



disk temyratures ta reach egCl%iirlLz~. subsequent @mtnd tests in 
au ali;itUde chamber (reference 1) Tnd:ca&d that it would require 
at least 1 hour to reach 8qMllbriUm. Tkkng the gronnd teats, 
however, values w-ithin loo F of' 'QqUIlibri&?I were reached at the inner 
edge of the riiil (8&-11-i. &iiUB) and midb3.8 Of the rim (45-in. 
radius) ti a?Droximatoly 30 and 19 minutes, respectively. Fli@t 
"uests showed that 5 minute5 were %Uff!ci&t for tile temperature at 
iAn8 oiltcr edge of the r&i? to reach an ap$u?ently steady val~38. (Sea 
fi;;. 4.) !T'hd%e coneidoratiori% would indibate that tb8 5-minUtt3 
;>eriod Used Fn fli&t wa8 %Uff!-Cicnt to allow the 6utek k&e and the 
mLddle 02 tk rim to reach temperature% ngar enough equilibrlwn to 
38 representative of the conditio,rs under,wh:ch they verellloasured. 
:I.ia+ta from the ther--ocou~le at the '223ler Q&g8 of the rj.m are 105% 
reliabl8 and data at the +-inch radius a&e of little value, 

The greater number of temperature re&ings taken at a given 
;?oi.nt on the turbine during each run of ffighta 10 to 16 assured 
iil.CJiV nearly re2reSontative average teti~2&tcres. These data ars 
therefore more reliable than the data of &her flights. 

The oxhauet-gas t8m?QratWc% IB.ea%UrQd a$ the nozzle-box iIii8t 
Vera %Ubject to several 8rrL?r%. ikaiatiti and conduction of haat 
away from the til: of the thermocouple %h&th roBUlt8d in a hot‘- 
.junctiDn tem?oratura be3w ?&at of the s&roun6ing gaeea. Accorciing 
to the manUfactUrer'8 teats, the quadrUpl&shield&d thermocouple 
should indiCRt8 te2l~QratUres from Go to ido F below actual Gas 
tcm:?eratU2es. I70 atteiipt w'aa made to &e&f thQS8 values. Iiecordfng 
and readi= f.ilm remrds introduced anotti&~~~o%sible error of apnroxi- 
mately rt2 gercent or iFGo F. Tkeso err04 .&8 nakrally reflected 
II: tk.e CalCUlatQd QffeCtiVQ gas temjjerat~es at the turbine-blade 
8urfac85. In addition, the errors involved in~detQrmlniI& the 
?res%ure drops acraoss the nozzleo add a~o$her &loo F. 

.a 

- 

.- 
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The accuracies to which o-ker values were detemized are given 
ii-i tti3 f07owing table: 

Woliqj-ati flm, Teresnt . . . . . . 
*zLne &gee&, r-sm . . . . . . . . . . 
'D:rb!-ne sgeed, -qm . . . . . . . . . 
.C-kitude, feet . . . . . . . . . . . 
l&ikfolA pressure, 2.2. Hg . . . . . . 
~bzzlc-box preseure, in. Hg . . , . . 
Zlesder-duct stxtic pressura, in, Ei& 
Bleeder-duct velocity head, 7~. water 
Cqessor-inlet pressure, in. r3ij . . 
Cmyressor-outlet measure, in. Hg . 
Air teqeratures, %? . . . . . , . . 

. . . . . . . ..a . . f10 

. ..* . . . . . . . I +30 - . . . . :. . . . . , . $250 -- 

. . . . . *.-a. . . . ~ii250 

. . . . . . . . . . . . zkC.3 .- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . f0.3 

. . . . . . . . . . . . *to.1 

. . . . . . . . * ,.. -IO.1 
. l .,........ zko.25 
. . . . . . . . . . . . f0.4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . z!z6 

The effect of -\mCation3 in exhaust-ga3 temperature upon 
turbire teqerature at the outer edge &---the r,im (C2~i-in, radius) 
is 83;om far five flights.at an altitude of approximately 15,000 feet 
in fi:Tme 5. At cruising pox-m? flQ$ts 3, 10, and 12 were made 
under tie same conditions with no air flow through the bleeder duct 
ax-d show a consistent, almost lkear, relation bet:reert these teuupora- 
%m0s. Average turbine tarqmmtures during these flights fall with- 
in k25" F of a mean curve when ylotted against axhaust-.g.s teaera- 
ixzas at the blade surfaces. When the sme er@ns mr was main- 
tain& and tho load on the turbosS@ercha~gar -was incroasad approxi- 
rmtely 50 percent (Plight 15) by bleading air from the Mgh-pcssure 
side of the cmpessor, the turbine temperatures variad with eghaust 
tem~cratums at the blade surfaces at nemlg the same rate as at 
cruising 2ower. 

At higher eng,ixa powors, ogcratiw consideration.3 mada it 
iqvacticable to vap a>sraciabi,r the fuo l-air ratlo and hence the 
ox&us%-gas tmi~oraturo. Duri& flight 13 at 115-r)arceat rat& 
ongino pcmer, a variation of 60' I? was as. krde a change in exhaust-~ 
sas terqczaturo as was feasible to obtaill. In this fnterval tile 
-ixxbine tcmgoraturo changed mro ra:,lcIlg flth exhaust-gas teqora- 
+x-m than at c.ruis~kg pwer. Rocause of the narrow torqyratu?a 
rang involvc3 ) hmvur ) this incraaaod rato of change has Little 
sigAficance. 

= 

The sowor dmand upon the turbosugarcharger was mcreased 
during flight 15 by bleeding air from the compassor-outlet duct. -. 

. - 
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The turbine teweratures at the outer edge & the rim averaged 
14Oo F above those.observed at c%qarabld exhaust-gas t=peratures 
during flight 12 (fig. 5). Inaauch as &glne power contlit-lons 
were the same on both flights, airspeed, ianfi hen& air flow through 
the cooling hap.., were almost the sama. 'Lfcrbine spead during 
fbight 15 was 8. pe7cq-l-L higher; thus.tha ;ef'?ectivanass of the cooling 
air was in&eased eke to its higher veloc'ity relative to the turbine 
cil.sk. AsiCe from tka dlfferonces due to khis increased effectfvanoss 
of COOlillg aiT, the dlffai'ences in turbibe teqeratures wel-a due to 
factors resulting from the increased turbjna load; nsm~ly, the 
increase In mass flow of efiawst gases through the turbirB and the 
higher relative velooity of these gases w$th respact to the blades. 

F-' 
.,: .: - 

c- -- 

bring flight 13 at l,.lS-;re!rce& rat& engin& power, the affect 
of the increased mass flow thro:r& the tukbine was partly offset - 
by the greater mass flow of ccoling air rbsultkg from the higher 
air speed. The turbosupercharger load YE& 25 portent above that of ; 
f.?.i&ht 12 and the cooling-&* flow increakd 15 percent. l&Pease8 
of 45' to 75o F over the turbine tempera&es of flight 12 ware 
observed at com?arabla exhaust temperaturks. ;- 

Turbine ten;>oratuxes at the edge of bhe rim (ds;i- 23 in. radius) 
for a wide variety of conditions have beoh slotkit Gain& the 
effective e&aust-gas temperatures at the:blada surfaces in fiwo 6. 
Table I presents the conditions for each kun. The rated-power and 
the cruising-aower runs peviausly discus&d have been replottod 
in figme 6 for comparison. i 

.- 
c 

ti 

At an altitude of approximately 25,060 feet, three successful 
runs were made, wXch gave turbine tam?er&tures of 1074o, 1069', 
and 1059" F at the outer edge of the rti zkor ra'ed, cruising, and 
an intermediate gower, reapactively. (See fCg, 4(d), 4(o), ani! 4(f) 
end table I, flight 16.) Temperatures atjthe middle of the rti 7 
'ir'ere obtained at that altltuda on fXghts'l4 and 16. (Sea table I.) 

Turbine tem?eratures.were bbtained for alt!,tudes of azprorimately 
L 

10,003 and 20,QOG feat a", approximately rk%d power d~:ri.n,g fli&ts 1 
and 2. (See tabie I.) 

- -s 

The temperature Sistribction in the &asas between the coo&lrq 
cas and the outer snri'ace of the ttzrb:',ne' 3s shown for fo& sots of 
contiitlona in figure 7. The avtzage tam2'retUe ia this region is 
shown ti figure E: for all fli&ts after f P i@t 6. 

Exhaustive atteiqts have been made td corre:!ate the-effects of 
the various factors upon turbine tamperatke but the data are 

- 
_ L 

-rL 

V 



inadequate. Corrections based upon the altitude-chamber tests of 
Z3fEiT~IlC2 1 were fneffective. 

The wide temperature variations observed during flight 5 
(fig. 6) may have been due to excessive temreratures of the gases 
between the cooling cas and the outer surface of the turbine, 
gossibiy a8 a re6uit of afterburning. Because thla extreme tempera- 
ture variation did not occur again, no conclusions a8 to itB cause 
can be drawn. A marked resemb%.nce exists between the plot of 
turbine temperature a&n& eti:;aust- gas teqerature in figure 5 and -- 
the plot of ga8 terqerature between .&he cooling cap and the rotor 
against exhaust-gae tezqerature curves in figure 8 insofar a8 the 
normal cruising-power flights are concerned. The differences in 
rotor tempera-t-urea during flights 10 and 12 and the dsferences 
betrreen average gaR temperatures between the cooling cap and the rotor -- 
are of the same order of magnitude. Thti~ almilarity may-offer an 
eqianation of the differences in turbine teqeratures during theBe 
two flighta. The variations observed i_n the cooling-air flq and 
the Tower required by the compressor do not account for these 
dj.ffersnces. 

The maximum turbine terqeratures occurr' 
7 

in normal operation 
would be expected at rated altitute (25,GCG ft under crudsIng 
condftions with the leanest mixture permLs&ble. No turbine-tempera- 
ture data were obtained during the single run attempted under these 
conditions. A turbine tqerature of lG69' F was obtained, however, 
dur2'.ng a rich-mixture run at cruising power at an altitude of 

- -- - 25,GOO feet, 23' the ver?.ation of turbine temL,erature with exhaust- 
go temperature is of the same order aa observed at an altftude of 

23 15,000 feet, ta3 turbine temperature at a--* 32 Inch radius under lean- 
mixture crui.ein& conditions at 25,000 feet would be approxImatelg 
1175' F. 

Aircraft mine Research Leboratory, 
Xational Advisory Coam?ttee for Aeronautics, 

Cleveland, Ohio, July 22, XX6. 

1. Bartwig, Frederick J., Jr.: Comparative Effectiveness of a 
Convection-Tne and a Radiation-Type Cooling Cap on a Turbo- - 
supercharger. NACA TN No, 1082, 1346. 



aAlti tude varied within limf ts .&own. NATIONAL At 
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‘The values shown for flight 17 were obtained during climb at an aLtiLude of approximately 24,000 feet. G 
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Figure I. - Turbosupercharger with cooling cap in position ready for flight. . 
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Figure 2. - Turbine thermocouples, slip rings 
, and brush assembly. 
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+ Thermocouple 

Figure 3. - Location of thermocouples between cool Ing cap 
and turbine rotor. 
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la) Flight IO; altitude, 14,600 feet at cruising power. 

Figure 4. - typiclt f l ight data. (See table I for other flight vari8blrr.l 
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Figure 4. - Continued. Typical f I i ght data. (See table I for other flight 
variables.) 
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Turbine I I I 

Effsctire exhaust-gas temperature at blade surfaceS, OF 

Figure 5. - Effect of varying exhaust-gas tempemtura on turbine taperatuns et 4 #inch r&lluS at al- 
titude Of appt-Oxl~tely 15,000 feat. 
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Figure 6. - Turbine temperatures at 4 @inch radius, various power conditions, ayd altitude Of appn?Xi- _ 
utely 15,000 feet. ISee table I for other flight variebles.1 I FJ 
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NACA TN No. I159 Fig. 7 

Figure 7. - Temperature: distribution in the.gases betkeen 
cooling cap and turbine rotor.. 
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